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I. Introduction 
Given a domain g2 of C" and a function p > 0 on f2, Ap = Ap(~d) denotes the 
ring of all functions f ' f 2 ~ l E  analytic on f2 for which there exist constants 
c l = c l ( f ) ~ O  and c 2 = c 2 ( f ) > 0  such that [ f ( z ) l~c l  exp(c2p(z)), zef2.  If 
F1, ..., FN e Ap, and if G ~ Ap belongs to the ideal J(F1,  ..., FN) of Ap generated 
by F1 . . . . .  F N, then it is easily seen that there must exist constants cl, c 2 ~ 0 
such that 
IG(z)[ < cl [IF(z)H exp(c2p(z)), z ~ f2, (1.1) 
N 
where [[F(z)ll 2=  ~ [Fk(z)l 2, z et2. Here we investigate the extent to which 
k=l  
the converse statement holds: that is, if Eq. (1.1) holds for some cl, c2 > 0, is it 
true that G e .P'(F 1 . . . . .  Fjv)? 
For example, in [3] HiSrmander showed (for suitably restricted functions p) 
that his L2-estimates for solutions to the non-homogeneous Cauchy-Riemann 
equations could be combined with a homological argument to prove that this 
is the case for the function G ~- 1, thereby generalizing some results of the 
present authors [6] for the ring E0 of all entire functions of exponential type 
in one complex variable (i.e., f2 = ~1 and p(z) = Izl). He also showed there how 
the deep corona theorem of L. Carleson [2], which is the corresponding 
statement for the ring Ap = H® (where we take t2 = {z e C 1 : [zl < 1} and p = 0) 
could be handled in this same framework, although the principal difficulties 
remain the same. Further, as we show below, the converse statement is true in 
the event that J(F~ . . . . .  FN) is a principal ideal of A r 
In general, however, it is known that (1.1) is not a sufficient condition for 
G e J(F1 . . . . .  FN), as shown by Rag [8] for the case Ap = H®. (Also, see Theorem 
3.6 below.) Indeed, when n >  1 condition (1.1) does not even imply that G 
belongs locally to J(F1, ..., FN). However, using H6rmander's techniques, we 
show here that (again with suitable restrictions on p) the following result holds: 
Theorem 1.1. There exists an integer k>= 1 such that Gk~J(F1 . . . .  ,FN) 
for all G ~ A v satisfying (1.1); in fact, we may take k = min{2n + 1, 2 N -  t}, 
We indicate briefly below the modifications required in the arguments of 
[3] to prove this theorem, and we subsequently give numerous applications 
to the ideal theory of the rings A r We also look into the "best possible" value 
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of k in Theorem 1.1 - -  in particular, we show that for the ring Eo the "best 
possible" value is k = 2. It is also shown that similar results hold in rings of 
analytic functions which are not necessarily of the form Ap, and in the last 
section we briefly describe a generalization of these methods to the case of 
finitely generated Afmodules .  We note, however, that the restrictions on p 
extude the ring H~, and we do not know if analogous results hold for this ring. 
I. Cnop [15] has also proved Theorem 1.1 by applying the holomorphic 
functional calculus of L. Waelbrock. 
II. Finitely Generated Ideals of Ap 
First we fix our notation and state the main hypotheses on the rings Ap. 
These will be maintained throughout this paper. 
Definition 2.1. Let ~ denote the set of all complex-valued Lebesgue 
measurable functions on f2, identifying functions which differ only on a set 
of measure zero. 
(1) VCp = VCp(g2) denotes the set of all f ~  ~a for which there exists a constant 
C = C( f )  > 0 such that 
S If(z)l 2 e x p ( -  Cp(z)) dl~(z) < + ~ .  
(Here, and for the rest of this paper, /~ denotes Lebesgue measure on C".) 
(2) Bp = n/~((2) denotes the set of all f ~ ~ for which there exists a constant 
C = C( f )  > 0 such that 
ess.sup.lf(z)l e x p ( -  Cp(z)) < + or. 
z~g-2 
Evidently Ap=BpnA( f2) ,  where A(f2) denotes the set of all f ~  £~' which 
are analytic on t2. Also, Ap and Bp are commutative rings (under the usual 
pointwise operations) which contain the constants, while Wp is a module over 
the ring Bp. 
In what follows we shall always suppose that p is plurisubharmonic on f2 
and that (i) and (ii) of [3] are satisfied. Since p is then bounded above on compact 
subsets off2, each f E VVp is locally integrable on f2 and the ~-operator acts on Wp 
in the distributional sense. Now fix F1 . . . . .  FN ~ Ap, not all identically zero, and 
define I[FII ~ Bp as in the previous section. Theorem (1.1) gives conditions on an 
element G ~ Ap which ensure that G belongs to the ideal J = J ( F I  . . . .  , FN) of 
Ap generated by F1 . . . . .  FN, these conditions requiring that G not grow too 
rapidly when compared with IIFll. We shall investigate such growth restrictions 
in more detail below, but here we simply indicate how the result follows from 
the methods of [3]. Our proof makes use of the Koszul complex induced by 
F1 . . . . .  F N (cf. [9], pp. 358-368) as previously employed by H6rmander. 
Following the notation Of [3], for r + 0 we let L, = L ° denote the space of 
all differential forms of type (0, r) on f2 with coefficients in Wp. Moreover, for 
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s > 0 we let F s denote the set of all s-tuples I = (/1, .-., is) with 1 < il, i2 . . . . .  is < N,  
and L, ~ denotes the set of all skew-symmetric mappings from F~ into L,. (Equi- 
valently, L~ = A'(IE ~) ® Lr for all r, s ~ 0.) Note that L~ = 0 if either r > n or 
s > N. Now the q-operator acts componentwise on the elements of L, ~ and yields 
a linear mapping ~: L~ ~ L, ~ + 1 such that ~ = 0, and we obtain a double complex 
from 
Definition 2.2, For  r, s > 0 we define Pv : L~ + 1 ~ L~ as follows: for ~ ~ L~ + l, 
PF~ is the interior product of ~ with F = (/71 . . . . .  FN) ~ L10 . That  is, 
N 
(Prez) (it . . . . .  is) = ~ Fja(ia . . . . .  is, j) 
j = l  
for all (i~ . . . . .  i,) ~ Fs. We also define Pva = 0 for all ~ ~ L °. 
It is easily verified that P ~ = 0 ,  whereas ~PF=Pr '~  since F1 . . . . .  FN are 
analytic. Here we are concerned with the homological properties of this com- 
plex, and we observe that G ~ Ap belongs to o¢ if and only if there exists h ~ L~ 
with 0h = 0 and Pvh = G. 
We first note that the conditions on p as given in [3] imply the following 
results, which we state without proof. The reader is referred to [3] and [4] for 
further details. 
Theorem 2.3. We have: 
(1) f2 is a domain ofholomorphy.  
(2) B,C 
(3) A, = { f ~  Wp : ~ f  = 0} = Wj~A(O). 
O f  
(4) I f  f e Ap, t h e n - - E  Wp, 1 < k < n. 
Oz k 
(5) I f  r, s > 0 and 9 ~ L~ + t is such that -~9 = O, then 9 = "~h for  some h ~ L~. 
It is actually these facts which are of interest to us, and not the actual 
conditions on p. Our methods will have obvious application to situations in 
which an appropriate version of the above result holds, enabling us to obtain 
results for rings of analytic functions not of the form originally considered by 
Htirmander. Note, however, that the above conditions exclude the ring H®. 
Theorem 1.1 will be realized from the same proof  as that of Theorem 7 of [3], 
except that we need the following lemma about distributional derivatives. 
Lemma 2.4. Let  h 1 . . . .  , h t ~ Ap and define H(z)  = [ [ h l ( Z )  2 + . - -  + Ihl(z)12] 1/2, 
z ~ ~.  Suppose that H ~ 0 and let 9 ~ L~, 0 <_ r < n, be such that 09 = 0 and 
H - 2 9  ~ L,. Then ~(H- 2ffi9) ~ L,+ ~ for  1 <_ i <_ 1. In fact ,  
l 
f f (H-Zhig) = H -4  ~ hj(hjOh~ - h, Ohj) ^ 9 .  (2.1) 
j = l  
The proof of this lemma is routine, so we omit it. Using it, however, the 
arguments used in obtaining Lemma 6 and Theorem 7 of [33 then yield the 
following propositions. 
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Proposition 2.5. Let  r, s ~ 0 and k > 1 be integers and let ct E L~ be such that 
Pv~t = 0 and ot [IFtl-k E L r Then there exists  fl - , s+  1 e L,  such that Pvfl = o~ and 
/~IIFIII-~ 2+1 L,  . Moreover,  i f  k > 1 and ~ = O, then fl may be chosen so that 
"L ' r+  1" 
In fact, following Ht~rmander, we may take fl = IIFI1-2ct ^ f ,  where ct ̂  F 
denotes the exterior product of a with f = (F1 . . . . .  fiN) e Lo 1. Specifically, 
s + l  
~(I )=  llfl1-2 ~ (--1)~+X-kfi~(Ik),  (2.2) 
k = l  
where I = ( i l  . . . . .  i~+l)eF~+ 1 and I keF~  is obtained from I by deleting ik, 
1 < k < s + 1. The first part of the proposition follows as in [3], while the 
concluding statement is an immediate consequence of Eq. (2.1). The following 
result is then obtained from Proposition 2.5 by a standard diagram chase 
through the double complex {L~}, which we omit. 
Theorem2.6.  Let  ~ e  L ~ , be such that 0 ~ = P r 0 t = 0  and suppose that 
c t l lFI l -keL~ for  some k ~ M i n { 2 ( n - r ) + l ,  2 ( N - s ) - t } .  Then there exists 
fl ~ LSr+ 1 with ~fl = 0 and Prfl  = ~x. 
The special case r = s = 0 of this result contains Theorem 1.1, for it clearly 
requires that o¢ contain all those G ~ Ap for which G tIFII-ke VCp for some 
k ~ Min {2n + 1, 2N - 1}. Also, the case r = s = 1 yields another criterion for 
G E J which is useful in the classification of the closed ideals of Ap (in some 
natural topology - -  see e.g. [7], 113] or [14]). 
Theorem 2.7. Let  G e Ap and D 1 and D 2 be compact subsetts o f  f2 with 
D1 C int(D2) such that 
(I) ~ IGI2tIFII-2(2~+1)e-Cpd#< + o o f o r s o m e  C > 0 .  
f ~ - D t  
(2) There exist  h 1 . . . . .  h s analytic on some neighborhood o f  D 2 with 
N 
G = ~ hiFi inside D 2 and 
i = 1  
Ih~1211FII-2t2"+'dl~< + ~ ,  l < _ i < N .  
D2 - D I 
Then G E J .  
Proof. Fix a C°°-function q~ supported on D2 such that ¢(z) = 1 for all z e D~. 
We set ~ = IIFII - 2 G A f and define ~' as ~'~ = tph~ + (1 - q~) ~, 1 < i < N, so it is 
clear from our hypotheses that ~ 'e  L~ and P r~ '=  G. Moreover, with ~ = ~ '  
we have c h = (hi - ~)  Oq~ + (1 - cp) ~ i ,  1 < i < N, and g ~LI .  Indeed, we have 
IIFll~-Z" ~ L~ and Pea = ~g = 0, so it follows from Theorem 2.6 that g = Prfl 
for some fl~ L 2 with Off = 0. If we now choose )," ~ L g such that 0~" = fl, then 
for h = ~'-PF~," e L~ we obtain ~'h = 0 and Prh = G, as desired. 
In this setting we also' consider the set J = # ( F ~  . . . . .  Fs) of all functions 
G e A p  for which there exist constants C~ = C I ( G ) > O  and C2 = C2(G)>0 
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such that IG(z)l ~ C1 IlF(z)[[ exp(C2p(z)) for all z e I2. Evidently J is an ideal of Ap 
which contains J ,  and from Theorem 2.6, we immediately obtain 
Theorem 2.8. We have j k  C J for all k > Min {2n + 1, 2N - 1}. In particular, 
J and J have the same radical in Ap. 
We remark that in the case considered by HBrmander HEll is a unit of the 
ring Bp, so that division by tlFII is always possible and Lemma 2.4 is not needed. 
Indeed, as mentioned in the introduction, H/Srmander had shown that J (Fa  . . . . .  
Fs) = Ap if and only if IIFII is a unit of Bp, and as a simple generalization of this 
we prove 
Corollary 2.9. I f  either J or J is principal in Ap, then J = J .  
Proof. First suppose that h ~ Ap generates J and define f~ = Fi/h, 1 < i < N, 
sofi ~ Ap and IIF(z)ll = Ih(z)l- IIf(z)l[, where Ilfll e Bp is define in the obvious 
way. Then for any g e J we have Ca, C2 > 0 such that 
g(z) < Ca II f(z)ll exp(f2p(z)) < C'1 exp(f'zp(z)) 
-h-~ = 
so h divides g in Ap, or g ~ J ,  as desired. On the other hand, ifh generates j and 
we choose Ca, C2 -> 0 such that [h(z)[ < C1 IIF(z)ll exp(C2p(z)), then we clearly 
have tl f(z)ll > Ci- ~ e x p ( -  C2p(z)), z ~ f2, so Ilfll is a unit of Bp. Thus 1 e J ( f l ,  
.... fn), whence h ~ J .  
Finally, we note that the methods above apply to rings other than those 
of the form Ap. It suffices merely that the results of Theorem 2.3 remain valid 
for appropriately defined spaces W and B. To be specific, consider the case 
I2=tE" and p(z)=2(llz[[), where 2 > 0  is non-decreasing continuous function 
defined on {x ~ 0} for which the function x--*2(e x) is convex on - oo < x < + oe 
(so p is plurisubharmonic on ~"). The results of 2.3 need not apply to the ring Ap 
in this case, but we may successfully consider the following larger ring: 
Definition 2.10. Denote by E(2) the ring of all entire functions f :~"--*~ 
for which there exist constants Ca, C2, Ca > 0 such that 
If(z)l < C1exp(C22(C3 Ilzl[)), z e c " ,  
(Rings of this type have previously been considered by Rubel and Taylor [11].) 
If we now define the spaces W(2) and B(2) in the obvious way, it is not difficult 
to verify that the corresponding statements of 2.3 are valid. In general, however, 
we have Ap 4= E(2), and in fact these rings coincide if and only if 2 is slowly 
increasin 9 in the sense of [11]. We shall not give further details here except 
to state the following result. 
Theorem 2.11. Given F a . . . .  , F n ~ E(2), let J be the ideal of E(2) generated by 
F a . . . . .  F N and let J be the ideal of all G ~ E(2) for which there exist constants 
Ca, C2, C3 >0 such that for all z ~C" 
Ia(z)l-< C1 [IF(z)ll exp(C2J.(C3 Ilzll)). 
Then j k  C J for k ~ Min{2n + 1, 2N - 1}. 
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Also, instead of the ring E()~) one could also consider the ring of all entire 
functions f : C  n---, ¢ for which there exists constants Ca, Cz, C3 >= 0 for which 
lf(z)l < Ca exp(Cz2({tzl{ + C3)), z e ~" ,  
and the analogue of Theorem 2.8 is valid in this ring as well. 
III. The Case n------ 1 
In this section we discuss the above results when the functions involved 
depend on only one complex variable. Of course even in this case one expects 
the algebraic structure of the rings Ap to be more complicated than that for the 
full ring A(f2), this being a rather reasonable object about which a great deal is 
known. (For example, see [5].) Here we give some examples of this as regards 
the ideals J and J ,  and we shall obtain some improvements in the above 
results. In some cases the restriction to n = 1 is essential, while elsewhere it is 
not, but for simplicity we do not attempt complete generality. In fact, we shall 
ultimately consider only the ring of entire functions of exponential type, which 
we denote here by E 0 (i.e., E 0 = A~(IE), p(z)= Izl). Here we have available the 
extensive classical theory of entire functions. For  the remainder of this section 
we have n = 1 unless specifically stated otherwise. 
We first consider the problem of improving the integer k of the statement 
J k C  ~¢. There is some indication that for the rings Ap considered here the 
integer k = M i n { 2 n +  1, 2 N - 1 }  of Theorem 2.8 is not the best possible, but 
that the result is true for k = Min {n + 1, N}. We are able to exhibit examples 
for which this is the case, but only when n = 1 (that is, j 2  C J ) .  Before restricting 
our attention to entire functions we consider the general situation and introduce 
the following notation: given F 1 . . . . .  FNe Ap, denote by v =  v(F1 .. . . .  FN) the 
Laptacian of log flF(z) lt- Since log 11F(z)tl is subharmonic on O, the distribution v 
is a positive measure (c.f. HSrmander  [4], page 19, and Schwartz [12], page 29). 
In our  case we write v = w + v, where w > 0 is a function defined and infinitely 
differentiable on the complement of the discrete set {z e f2 : llF(z)ll = 0}, while v 
is a positive measure supported on this set. 
Definition 3.1. We say that a finite set {F 1 . . . . .  FN} C Ap is congenial, or 
simply that FI . . . . .  FN e Ap are congenial, if there exists a constant C > 0 such 
that 
Sw(z) exp(-Cp(z)) dl.t(z) < + ~ .  (3.1) 
f~ 
We say that Ap is a congenial ring if every finite subset of Ap is congenial. 
Now a short computation yields 
N 
w= [lFl[ -4 ~ IF, F~-F~Fjl 2, (3.2) 
i , j= 1 
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so evidently {Fa ...... FN} is congenial if and only if HFII-2(FiF)-F~Fj)e Wp, 
l < i , j < N .  
Theorem 3.2. l f  F 1 . . . . .  FN ~ A v are congenial, then Theorem 2.8 is valid with 
k = 2 ;  that is, J 2 C J .  
Proof. It is evidently sufficient to show that g ~ J for all g ~ Ap for which 
gI[Fll -z  EBg. Now for such a g we have g=Pv~, where ~=(~1 . . . . .  ~N)~ L~ is 
given as ~i = []FII-Zg~, 1 <_i<_N (c.f. Eq. (2.2)), and thus 
N 
Uc~ = IIFI1-4g ~ Fj(F ff3F~- FiOFj) , (3.3) 
j = l  
valid in view of Lemma 2.4. We (formally) write (3.3) as ~a = PFfl, where 
f l i j . _ ~  - - 4 .  ............... , , IJFII g(FjF~- F~Fj), 1 < i,j < N .  
Evidently t}Fll fl~ L 2, but we claim that actually fl ~ L 2, or equivalently, flij ~ W~ 
for 1 ~ i , j< N. This is obvious from the condition on g and the hypothesis of 
congeniality, and since ~f l=0,  there exists 7 e L 2 with ~-7 =/L Then h =  
- Pv7 ~ L~ and ~h = 0, Pvh = g, as desired. 
We now show that for certain choices of p the ring Av is congenial. Specifi- 
cally, we show that this is the case for the ring E 0 of entire functions of exponen- 
tial type, though other examples are readily available. We require the following 
simple consequence of Green's theorem for plane regions. 
Lemma 3.3. For any u ~ C2(C) we have 
r ~ _ ~  2 n  
~(t-lS(t)dt = ~ u(re~°)dO-u(O), 
0 0 
where 
1 [ 02u 02u 
Theorem 3.4. Eo is a congenial ring. 
Proof. We require the existence of a constant C > 0 such that (3. t) is valid. 
To this end first suppose that FI, ..., FN have no common zeros, so w E C®(•). 
Choose C1, C 2 > 0  such that log JJF(z)JJ < C~JzJ + C2. An application of the 
above lemma to u = log IIFIJ gives 
r 
St - lS ( t )d t<_2(Clr+C2) ,  r>O.  
o 
Now S is non-negative and increasing, since u is subharmonic, so the standard 
argument S t -  1 S(t) dt ~ t -  ~ S(t) dt > S(r/e) implies the existence of constants 
0 r/e 
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C1, Cz >_- 0 such that S(r) < C1 r + C 2, r ~ 0. Then for C_> 0, 
S S w(z)e-ClZSdxdy<__ ~ ~ w( z )dxdy  
+ Z ~ f e -c l~ idxdy  
n>O {2-<]zJ__<2 -+1) 
<=(c1+c2)+ E e-2"c II w(z)axdy 
n_~0 {[zl <2n+l} 
_-< ( C 1 + C 2 ) +  E (2"+1C1+C2)e -2"c. 
n_~0 
Evidently this series converges for C > 0 sufficiently large, as desired. For the 
case where F~ . . . .  , FN have common zeros, the desired conclusion may be 
realized via a standard limiting argument, which we omit. 
As other examples we remark that the rings E(2) defined in the previous 
section are all congenial (with the appropriate modification made in the 
definition of congeniality). In particular, the ring of all entire functions of order Q, 
finite type, is congenial (i.e., the ring Ap(~), p(z) = Izl °, 0 > 0). For congeniality 
with non-radial functions p we cite the rings Ap(~) with 
p(z)= lxl ° + log(1 + Izl), e >-- 1 
and 
p(z)= IxlQ + lyl '~ , O, cr > l , 
where z = x + iy. The proofs for all of these rings are essentially the same, and. 
analogous statements hold for unions of such rings, such as the ring of all entire 
functions of finite order. 
To obtain a substantial improvement in the value of k for n > 1 is apparently 
more difficult. Condition (3.1) may be replaced by an analogous condition 
restricting the integrability of the form 00log [IFII = co, and reasoning similar 
to the above shows that for the ring A~(II;") with p(z)= Ilzll, Theorem 1.1 is 
valid for k = 2n. However, these arguments involve only the first pullback 
from L1 to L~, whereas an estimate of the pullback from L~ to L 3 depends on 
the behaviour of the form co ,,, co. Similarly, higher powers of co occur at later 
stages of the complex, and we know of no suitable estimates for these forms. 
We emphasize that k must increase linearly with n, for this is the case for the 
ring of polynomials in n complex variables (i.e., the ring Ap(C') with p(z) 
= l o g ( l  + llzll)). 
In what follows we give several examples of the possible relationship 
between the ideals o¢ and J .  As above, we shall consider only the case  Ap = Eo, 
and we require some auxiliary results concerning this ring. These are conse- 
quences of the classical theory of entire functions, and will not be detailed here. 
Given f ~  E o, we define Z ( f )  = {z ~ fig : f ( z )  = 0}. 
Lenuna 3.5. Let f ,  O ~ Eo, g ~ O. 7hen 
(1) I f  there exists an entire function h for which f =gh, then h ~ E o. In 
particular, if Z(O) = ~, then 1/0 ~ Eo. 
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(2) I f  Z(g) is infinite, then there exists h • E o sich that Z(g)c~Z(h)= 0 and 
J(g ,  h) 4: Eo. 
We first show that for the ring E o the "best possible" value of b > 0 in the 
statement "if g • J then gb • j , ,  is b = 2. Here "best possible" is to be inter- 
preted in light of Theorem 3.4 and 
Theorem 3.6. For any integer q >= 1 there exist functions F 1, F 2, g • E o such 
that 
(1) g has a q-th root in E o. 
(2) g • J ( F  1, F2). 
(3) g:-l /q e j ( F 1 ,  F2). 
Proof. Our construction is modeled after an example of K. V. Rao [10] for 
the ring H~. Choose f l ,  f2 • Eo such that Z(f l )c~Z( f2)  = 0 and Y ( f l ,  f2) 4: Eo. 
We claim that the theorem is true with F 1 = f ( q ,  F 2 = f  2q, and g = f ~ f  q. 
For (1) is obvious, while (2) follows from the inequality 2]ala2] =< ]a1[2 + ]a2] 2, 
so suppose that (3) fails. Then there exist functions hi, h2 • Eo such that g 2- a/q 
= hlF1 + h2F2, or equivalently, f2q -1  = h l f l  + h2 f2 q / f  2q-1. From the fact 
that f l  and f2 have no common zeros we see that f ( q - 1  divides h2 in the ring 
of all entire functions, hence in the ring E o. That is, H 2 = h2/ f  2q- 1 • Eo, and 
similarly we have H 1 = h l / f  2q- 1 • Eo However, obviously H 1 f l  + H2f2 = 1, 
in contradiction to our original choice of f l  and f2, whence g2-1/q ¢ J(F1,  F2). 
In particular, taking q = 1 yields an example for which ~¢ ~ J .  Also, it is not 
difficult to modify this example so as to obtain jr2 ~ j ~ jr .  Basically, one need 
merely observe that ifFx, F 2 • E 0 have a common zero in C, then we always have 
jr2 ~ j ,  for at any such common zero all of the elements of jr2 must have a zero 
of appreciably higher order. We have no specific example to show that the 
equality jr2 = j can occur, and it is doubtful that this is ever the case, except 
when j r  = ~" = E o. 
Secondly, we show that there exist F 1, F2 • Eo for which ~'(F1, F2) = jr(F1, 
F2) but with J(F1,  F2) not principal in E 0. (Compare with Corollary 2.9.) 
Definition 3.7. A discrete subset {Zk},> = ~ of C is said to be interpolating for 
E o if the following condition is satisfied: for any sequence { b k } k >  - 1 of complex 
numbers for which there exist constants C1, C2 >_-0 such that Ibkl <= C 1 e c2 IzM 
k >__ 1, there exists g • E 0 such that g(Zk) = b k for all k >__ 1. 
Such sequences have been previously considered by A. F. Leont'ev [8]. 
In particular, every infinite discrete subset oflE contains an infinite subset which 
is interpolating for E o. 
Theorem 3.8. 7here exists 171 • Eo such that J ( F  1 . . . . .  FN)=Jr (F  1 . . . . .  FN) 
for all F 2 . . . . .  FN • Eo. In fact, this is the case whenever F 1 has only simple zeros 
and Z(F1) is interpolating for E o. (For example, Fl(z ) = sinz.) 
Proof. Suppose F 1 e E o has only simple zeros and that Z(F1)= {Zk}k~_l 
is interpolating for E o. Let g • jr(F~ . . . . .  FN), sO we have C1, C 2 >__ 0 such that 
10(z)l < Cx [IF~(z)[ + . . .  + IgN(z)l] exp(Czlzl), z e~2, 
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and c h o o s e a u e C ,  1 < i ~ N ,  1 < j ,  so that 
[aijl = t ,  
Define b~j etE, 1 < i < N, 1 < j ,  by 
b~j = ] 0 
aiig(z j) 
t tF~(zjl +. . .  + IF~(~j)t 
a~jF~(zs)>=O. 
ifF2(zj) . . . . .  FN(zj)=0, 
otherwise, 
and consider the sequences {bl s} s> - 1, 1 < i < N. Evidently Ibis ] ~ C1 e c2 Izjl, j > 1, 
so there exist functions h2 . . . . .  hn ~ Eo for which hi(zj) = b~s, 1 < i < N,  1 <j .  
Then the function h = g - ( h 2 F z  + ... + hNFN) belongs to E o, and h(zj )=0 for 
all j > 1, and thus F 1 divides h in E o, since FI has only simple zeros. We then 
have h 1 = h/F  1 e E 0 and g = h l F  1 + ... + hNF N. 
Corollary 3.9. There exist  F l, F 2 e E 0 such that J (F 1, F2) = J (F1, F2), but 
such that J (F1, F2) is not principal in E o. 
Proof. Let F~ e Eo be any function having only simple zeros such that Z(F1) 
is infinite and interpolating for Eo and choose Fz ~ Eo such that Z(FI)  n Z(F2) = 0 
and ~ ¢ = J ( F 1 ,  F2)=t=Eo. Now J = J ( F 1 ,  F2) , but J is not principal in Eo. 
For  if h e E 0 generates J ,  then h must be a non-unit of E o, whence there exists 
a e • such that h(a)= 0, and therefore f ( a ) =  0 for all f e  J .  However, by our 
choice of F 1 and F 2 we have either Fl(a ) 4:0 or F2(a ) 4: 0, a contradiction. 
Remark.  The condition that Z(F)  be interpolating is equivalent to IF'(zs) I 
> ee-A I~jt for some e, A > 0, and all the zeros zj of F. 
As a third example we consider the question of the maximality of ideals of 
the form J (F 1 . . . . .  FN) and/or  J (F 1 . . . . .  Fs). 
Lemma 3.10. Suppose that FI . . . .  , F N e E o have no common zeros and that 
J ( F  1 . . . . .  FN) 4: E o. Then there exists  FN+ 1 e E o such that 
(1) Fs+ 1 C J ( F  1 . . . . .  Fs), 
(2) ~f(F 1 . . . . .  FN+ 1) 4: E0. 
Proof. It follows from our hypotheses that there exists a discrete subset 
{Zk}k~ 1 of tE such that 
1 
lFi(Zk)t + ' "  + IFN(ZR)I ~ -~-exp(-- klz~l), k > 1. 
If we suppose, as we may, that Iz~l _-< Iz~+ 11 for all k > 1, then for any subsequence 
{wj = Zkj}j~ - 1 for which j ~ ki for all j ~ 1 we also have 
1 
IFx (Wk)t + " "  + IFN(Wk)! < --~ exp(-- klwkl), k > 1. 
Now there exist two such disjoint subsequences {ak}k~l and {bk}k>l and a 
function # e E 0 such that g(ak)=0 and O(bk)= 1 for all k > 1. (These sub- 
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sequences are essentially chosen so as to be interpolating for E0 - -  we omit the 
details.) Then with FN+ ~ = 9 we have 
IFl(ak)l + "'" + IFN+l(ak)t < l e x p ( - - k l a k t ) ,  k>- t ,  
K 
which implies J (F1  . . . . .  FN+O4:Eo. Further, suppose that (1) fails and let 
C1, Cz >-0 such that for all z e C 
IFN+ l(z)l <: Ca [[F1(z)1 + . . .  + IFN(Z)I] exp(C2lz[). 
Then for z = bk we obtain 
kexp(k[bk[)< C1 exp(C2[bkD, k ~  1, 
and this is absurd since [bkl-~ ~ as k--* ~ ,  whence FN+ a ¢ J ( F I , ,  Fu). 
By repeated application of this result we obtain a sequence {Fk}k>_~ of 
elements of Eo with Z(FI)c~Z(Fz)=O such that FN+~¢J(F1 . . . . .  FN)+Eo 
for all N > 1. This furnishes another proof of the well-known fact that E 0 is not 
Noetherian. Also, one may conclude that if M is a maximal ideal of E o, then 
either M is principal or M is not finitely generated. More precisely, 
Theorem 3.11. I f  F 1 . . . . .  F N ~ E o have no common zeros, then neither J nor J 
is maximal in E o. Conversely, if either 3 t or j¢ is maximal, then there exists a 
unique point a ~ C such that 
J = J = M a =  { f  ~ E  o: f (a )=O} .  
Proof. In view of the lemma above, only the converse statement remains to 
be proved. Now if J is maximal, then by the above lemma there exists a e 
such that Fl(a) . . . . .  FN(a) = 0, whence J C Ma and thus J = M,, J being 
maximal. This implies that J is principal, since M, is generated by z -  a, whence 
J = J by Corollary 2.9. Evidently this same argument applies in the event 
that J is maximal. 
IV. Finitely Generated Modules 
In this section we briefly describe an extension of the previous results to the 
Afmodules  ~ '  = (Ap) m, m > 1. The algebra required to deal with the case m > 1 
is considerably more complicated than that above, for the Koszul complex 
introduced in Definition 2.2 must be replaced by the generalized Koszul 
complex of D. Buchsbaum El]. We do not give the details here but will state 
the results obtained. 
Given F1 . . . . .  F N E ~ ' ,  not all identically zero, let F =(F is) denote the 
m x N matrix whose j-th column is Fs, 1 < j  __< N, and let .A r = .At (F1 . . . . .  FN) be 
the submodule of Jr '  generated by F x . . . . .  F N. The matrix F defines a homo- 
N 
morphism of Bfmodules  F : ( Wv)N--,( Wv)% namely (F ~)~ = ~ Fij~j, 1 < i <_ m, 
17 Math. Ann. 193 j=  1 
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and the Koszul complex used above gives a free resoution of this map in the case 
m = 1. The generalized Koszul complex gives a free resolution for m > 1, and 
the results of the second section (specifically Theorems 2.6, and 2.7) extend 
to this complex. Here we consider Theorem 2.6, for which we require some new 
notations. 
Definition 4.1. Given I e Fro, we denote by d(I) the determinant of the 
m × m matrix whose j-th column is F~, 1 =<j<__ m. Moreover, for G e ~ '  and 
I e Fro-l, A(G; I) denotes the determinant of the m × m matrix whose first 
column is G and whose ( j+  1)-th column is Fip i <=j<m. Finally, we define 
IIFtl e Bp as 
IIFll = (x~r,.lA(I)12) 1/2 
(This agrees with our earlier notation for the case m = 1.) 
Let us first suppose that tIFII ~0. In particular, this implies that N > m  
and that the matrix F(z) = (Fij(z)) has rank m for almost all z e f2. In this case 
we have 
Theorem 4.2. There exists an integer k ~  1 such that if G e J l  and 
A(G;I)IIFIt-keWp for all 1eFm-1, then G e . / ( .  In fact, we may take 
k = Min {2n + 1, 2(N - m) + 1}. 
Of course, this is exactly Theorem 2.6 (with r = s = 0) when m = 1, and an 
analogous result holds for the modules (E(2))", m > 1. In addition, if n = 1 and 
Ap is a congenial ring, then the statement of this theorem is valid for k = 2. 
The degenerate case IIFII =0, which does not occur when m =  1, can be 
reduced to the non-degenerate case above in a straightforward way, as we now 
indicate. To be specific, suppose that the m x N matrix F is such that IIFII ---0, 
let P denote the (m - 1) × N matrix obtained from F by deleting the last row ofF,  
and suppose that P has rank m - 1 at some point off2. For  any G = (G1 . . . . .  Gin) 
e J / w e  let G denote the (m-1) - tup le  (G1 . . . . .  G , , _ l ) e ~ = ( A p )  m-l, and we 
let .A? be the submodule of J/[ generated by F1,. . . ,  PN. It is not difficult to 
establish the following (purely algebraic) fact: 
Theorem 4.3. In order that G e J/I belong to .A ~ it is necessary and sufficient 
that 
(1) A(G; I ) =  O for all I e Fro- 1, and 
(2) G e./ff. 
Thus the question of whether G e ~/" is reduced, modulo the algebraic 
conditions of (1), to that of whether G e oA ~, and since our assumptions require 
that llffjl ~ 0 ,  Theorem 4.2 provides a criterion for this. Naturally, similar 
remarks apply when the rank o f F  is tess that m - 1. A general result along these 
lines may be obtained, although we shall not state it formally here. It will 
imply that an element G e ~/' belongs to ~," if: first, certain algebraic equations 
corresponding to (i) of Theorem 4.3 are satisfied; and second, analytic condi- 
tions corresponding to the'hypotheses of Theorem 4.2 hold, these being relative 
to a submatrix of F of maximal rank. 
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Finally, we observe that as an immediate consequence of Theorem 4.2 
we have 
Corollary 4.4. The following are equivalent: 
(1) . X = ~ ,  
(2) IIFII is a unit of  Bp. 
(3) The determinants A (1), 1 ~ F m, generate Ap. 
This is obviously the generalization of H~Srmander's result to the case 
m > 1. However, we emphasize that this can easily be obtained directly by a 
formal algebraic argument; that is, for the rings Ap, Corollary 4.4 holds for all 
m > 1 if and only if it holds for m = t. Hence the last result is valid for the modules 
( H J ' ,  m > 1, for when m = 1 this exactly Carleson's corona theorem, but we 
do not know if Theorems 2.6, 2.8, or 4.2 are valid for H~. 
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